In this issue of the *Investments & Wealth Monitor*, we delve into sustainable investing and examine the merits and challenges of understanding and allocating assets. Sustainable investing has grown significantly over the past several years, both in the number of strategies and the assets under management, but it is often misunderstood by advisors and investors alike. The terminology—SRI, ESG, impact investing—can be confusing, and the industry lacks a unified methodology to evaluate companies and funds. With that said, sustainable investing represents an opportunity for advisors to take the lead in educating investors about the nuances of these strategies.

Margaret Towle, a former chair of the *IWM* Editorial Advisory Board as well as a frequent contributor, launches the discussion with “Navigating the Myths of ESG Investing: A Road Map to Success.” Then Guido Giese, Zoltán Nagy, and Abhishek Srivastav examine one of those myths in depth in “Illuminating the Relationship Between ESG and Performance.” Larry Swedroe considers “Sustainable Investing, Economic Theory, and Evidence,” and Ivka Kalus offers insight with “All Investing Has Impact: Valuing Impact Risk, Building a Better World, and Making Money Along the Way.”


To close, we offer a lively Q&A with David Callaway and Robert Powell on the current state of sustainable investing, potential changes to come, and the role and value of advisors helping investors navigate the landscape. And finally, Julie Littlechild shares her latest investor and advisor research insights into how global uncertainty and demographic shifts are changing client experience.

The *IWM* Editorial Advisory Board met recently to discuss the 2023 editorial calendar, and we’ll be examining many of the challenges and opportunities that await advisors and the investment management industry in the coming year. As always, please reach out to Editorial Director Debbie Nochlin or myself with your ideas and author suggestions.
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